Note : The Witch's Head was published by Hurst & Blaokett
under practically the same terms as those which Haggard accepted
for Dawn (q.v.). The Witch's Head was published in America in
1885 by D. Appleton & Co. and George Munro, and in 1887 by
several other American publishers.
KING SOLOMON'S MINES (1885).
King Solomon's / Mines. / By / H. Rider Haggard, / Author of
"Dawn," " The Witch's Head/' &c. / [line] / Cassell & Company,
Limited : / London, Paris, New York & Melbourne. / [line] /
1885. / [All Bights Keserved.]
Collation: Cr. Svo. (7£" x5"), consisting of — one leaf bearing
Half-title : King Solomon's Mines (verso blank) ; one leaf, blank
(with coloured frontispiece : Pacsimiie of the Map of Rout© to
King Solomon's Mines . . . , 011 verso — this leaf, \Z\" x 8£", is
folded) ; one leaf, Title-page (verso blank) ; p. [i] Dedication.
(verso blank) ; p. [iii] Contents, (verso blank) ; pp. [v]-vi
Introduction. ; Text pp. [7]-320, with imprint at bottom of
p. 320 : Printed by Cassell & Company, limited, La Belle
Sauvage, London, E C. ; followed by eight leaves of the pub-
lishers' advertisements, dated August, 1885 ; Map on p. 27.
Bound in red cloth ; lettered in gold and black on back ; lettered
in black on front ; ornaments in black on back and both covers.
Wove paper. Plain yellow end-papers. Top edge cut ; other
edges rough cut. Published : London, September 30, 1885.
Note : The first printing consisted of 2,000 copies. Of these
1,000 copies were bound up in September, 1885, and contained at
the end a catalogue of Cassell & Co. publications (eight leaves),
dated August, 1885 ; 600 copies were bound up in October, 1885,
and contained at the end a catalogue of Cassell & Co. publications
(eight leaves), dated October, 1885 ; and 500 sets of sheets were
shipped to Cassell & Co., New York, where they were bound and
published in November, 1885. Cassell & Co., London, issued
numerous subsequent printings. In 1886 the book was published
in the United States by George Munro, Norman L. Munro, Harper
& Brothers, and John W. Lovell, and later by numerous other
American publishers.
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SHE (1886).
Harper's Franklin Square / Library. [A design between these two
lines together with the lines themselves constitute a trade-mark] /
[double line] / Number 558. Published by Harper & Brothers,
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